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background

CentrePark is a national scale company in the field of

parking service management with a commitment to

always be a "Trusted business partner".

As a B2B company that caters to a very specific market,

CentrePark believes that Digital Marketing must be the

cornerstone to develop the market going forward.

Starting from Company Branding, Recruitment to the

formation of leads and prospects. CentrePark should

always be upfront about this.

A good business doesn't just rely on a good name and

references. There must be a reliable system to continue

to create new leads and business.
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The difference between sales and marketing is that

sales focus on working directly with prospects to

get them to convert, while marketing focuses on

sparking interest in your products.

Essentially, marketing is the first step to getting

leads interested, while sales take that interest and

nurture it.

CentrePark requires a digital 

marketing strategy both 

inbound and outbound so they 

can generate quality 

leads/prospects with a reliable 

consistency every month.

02A big picture of the digital 

market that is likely to be 

achieved based on the services 

offered in the next 5 years.

challenges
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• Digital marketing strategy (Inbound) - creating digital

assets for various channels such as corporate website

channels, social media (IG, Facebook & YouTube), and

networking channels (LinkedIn) assisted with

advertising support for various keywords related to

parking services ( Google SEO & Ads).

• Digital marketing strategy (outbound) - By leveraging

a LinkedIn Premium account, we connect CentrePark

with over 1.200 potential prospects each month. Send

a personal introduction letter and ask for their

permission to communicate further to offer parking

management services and solutions for the

properties they own.

what we do

• Digital Mapping based on Geography, Industry,

Company name, Personal contact name, Position,

Email address and telephone number that can be

contacted. All of these data are deliverd every month,

so they know the exact numbers of their marketing

activity.
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results
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80%
of digital leads come from 

outbound strategy with 

appropriate quality

60%
savings on digital marketing 

budget spending compared to 

the previous year.

500
LinkedIn connections growing 

every month

20%
increase in response 

acceleration and business 

growth
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executive
summary

Having a system that can give us information about our

market size, how to approach and who the right person

to talk. With this, we can reach sustainability growth,

predictable & measurable results.

The objective right now is not about only making more

business, but more about how big we want it to become.

Head of MarComm & Digital Manager

CentrePark
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Contact 
Information

Telephone

+62 812 19646465

Location

Jakarta, Indonesia

Email

info@nuans.id

Website

www.nuans.id
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Terima kasih, Gracias, 

Arigatōgozaimasu, Xie xie, Dhanyavaad

Thank you
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